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Introduction

E-Commerce In The Netherlands

“If you’re good at course correcting, being wrong may be less costly than  you think. Whereas being 
slow is going to be expensive for sure.”1 

In October 2019, Amazon announced the launch of its Dutch  marketplace, amazon.nl. Now, 
existing companies must decide whether  they want to join forces with the E-Commerce giant, 
bet on a competitor  such as bol.com or continue as a stand-alone player. No matter what  
strategy they choose, firms must act fast since Amazon is bound to  disrupt the existing market. 
Amazon’s late arrival in the country is unusual  for Europe, where it has often been able to cement 
a dominant position  through its first-mover advantage.  

In Poland, where Allegro is the main E-Commerce player, Amazon has so  far declined to launch 
but for sure it's coming. In mid-December, for the  first time, Poland, as a marketplace, was 
selectable in Amazon's Seller  Central interface. 

This report aims to determine how companies can best cooperate and  compete with Amazon. 
Therefore, the report is divided into three  sections, namely first the status quo of the Dutch E-
Commerce  landscape with some facts and numbers. Afterwards the history of  Amazon in the 
Netherlands and its position in the country's E-Commerce  environment. Concluding, the report 
will analyse amazon.nl and its future.  In our second section of the report, the same structure to 
analyse the  Polish E-Commerce market and Amazon's chance in the country is  applied.  

Input Factor Consulting wants to support companies and brands with the  business 
transformations they must undertake in preparation and  response to Amazon’s move into the new 
markets. Concretely, this  means helping companies to develop an appropriate strategy to launch  
themselves on the new Amazon marketplace or to optimise their current  set-up to successfully 
compete against their competitors and to be  relevant in the future. 

Based on data from 2018, the Netherlands has 16.4M internet users,  which represents 97.0% of 
the total population (approx. 17.3M).2 There are 13.5M online shoppers in the Netherlands.3 The 
most popular product  categories in Dutch E-Commerce are travel & tickets (39.0%), followed by  
telecommunication (12.8%), consumer electronics (7.8%), computer  hardware and software (7.6%), 
clothing and shoes (7.5%) and media (6.4%). 4 The Dutch E-Commerce industry was worth €25.8B 
in 2019.5 That’s an  estimated growth of 7.0% compared to 2018. The estimated growth  between 
2017 and 2018 was still 10.0%, that means that the CAGR (compound annual growth rate) is 
slowing down. With this CAGR the  Netherlands develops similar to other European markets, like 
Germany  (10,0%) or the U.K. (10,0%). Online sales in the Netherlands currently  account for 24.0% 
of the country’s total retail market, including physical  products and services.6 
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Amazon In The Netherlands

The biggest online stores in the Netherlands 2020 in terms of their online  turnover are bol.com 
(€2,2B), coolblue (€1,1B), albert heijn (€0.6B),  zalando (€0.7B), wehkamp (€0.5M), jumbo (€0.4B), 
Amazon (€0,4M),  about you (€0.3B), de bijenkorf (€0.3B) and h&m (€0.3B).7 Interestingly  the 
biggest online retailers of them are Dutch, which is quite surprising in  comparison to other 
Western European countries such as Germany or  France, where big global players reign over the 
whole market. That's  mostly because consumers are very hooked on wehkamp.nl and bol.com, 
two players that have been online for over 15 years. The Dutch  also like to pay with iDeal, an 
online payment method developed by the  Dutch banking community, something several 
international players didn’t  or still don’t offer. The fact that Dutch E-Commerce players dominate 
the  online retail industry in the Netherlands may also have something to do  with the country 
being quite small, i.e. major E-Commerce companies  have waited a long time to enter this 
market. It’s understandable that, for  example, amazon wanted to focus on bigger markets (in 
terms of  potential customers) in Europe, such as France, Spain or Germany. The  fact that the 
Dutch speak a language that is  not very common spread  throughout Europe is also a reason why 
most big E-Commerce  companies have avoided the Netherlands in the early E-Commerce  
years.8 

One of those named big players is Amazon, which has been serving  customers in the 
Netherlands for years. Amazon’s presence in the  country goes back to 2013 when Amazon Web 
Services (AWS) opened its first Development Centre in The Hague.9 In November 2014, Amazon  
launched amazon.nl but for years the E-Commerce company only sold e-books and its e-reader, 
the Amazon Kindle. In the years to come, the Dutch E-Commerce industry was anticipating the 
arrival of Amazon. In 2018, Amazon opened a new office in Amsterdam. Since then, Amazon has 
also started offering its premium service amazon Prime. Dutch customers pay €2.99 per month 
and in return they will get free delivery without a minimum order value (for products sold and 
shipped by Amazon), access to its video streaming service Prime Video, free games with Twitch 
Prime and unlimited photo storage.10 Dutch-speaking Prime members have also enjoyed 
thousands of great deals during Prime Day on amazon.de in 2018. In this year, they also started 
offering the iDeal payment method for the first time. In October 2019 Amazon officially announced 
its complete launch into the Dutch E-Commerce market. Six months later amazon.nl was 
launched. Since 10th of March 2020, over 100M products from 30 different categories can now 
be purchased on the Dutch marketplace amazon.nl.11 Latest numbers have shown that amazon.nl 
has been the only marketplace that increased its reach during the second half of 2020. Before 
the start of the pandemic, amazon.nl has ranked 28th with 3.8M visitors. In October this year, 
amazon.nl almost doubled and had a reach of 6.6M visitors. In November, the retail platform 
reached 7.3M Dutch people, or 45,0% of the Dutch online population. For comparison: Coolblue 
reached  4,0M in early 2020 and 5.0M in November. At bol.com it was 10.6M compared to 11.6M. 
This makes it still the largest online marketplace in the Netherlands.12
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Will Amazon Disrupt The Dutch Retail 
Market? And  what  does  it  mean  for 
Amazon?
“With amazon.nl, we would like to give what our Dutch customers asked  us for: the opportunity to 
buy in a Dutch Amazon store with access to a  local and international product range from Amazon 
and reliable sellers,  coupled with fast delivery. Our mission is to provide Dutch customers  with a 
comprehensive product range, low prices and convenience, and we will do everything we can to 
meet their expectations.”13 - Alex Ootes,  VP of EU Expansion at Amazon. 

bol.com, the biggest online retailer of the Netherlands, reacted by  launching a fashion category 
on its marketplace, as well as lowering the  commission fees in some product categories.14 
Furthermore, the  Ahold-owned company recently launched a marketing campaign where,  for 
the first time ever, it puts the focus on its selling partners. Now, they have their own premium 
service, called bol.com Select, which costs €9.99 per year, but until now just offers delivery-
related perks. All  initiatives are probably also aiming to attract more sellers to their  platform to 
weather the competitive storm.15 With Select, bol.com also  offers a more extensive range of last 
mile options, including the ability to  click and collect from stores of its sister brand Albert Heijn. It 
also allows  customers to return items at the door. 

Table 1: Usp´s amazon.nl vs bol.com 

1

3

2

4

5

amazon.nlUSP bol.com

Subscription, 
Customer relation

SelectAmazon Prime 

Logistics Same day & 24h delivery, last mile options, click 
and collect, at home returns

Free shipping with Prime  

B2C services
None, rumors about a partnership with 
videoland

Amazon music, prime video, cloud, twitch 
prime, prime day (other services coming: e.g. 
amazon fresh)

Assortment range Around 22M products> 100M products listed

Buffer range 

(Nov.2019)

11.6M7.3M

Advertising services Sponsored products, display onside/offside, 
social advertising

Amazon advertising

Other B2B services NoneSeller and Vendor Services, FBA- program 
(PanEU, EFN, etc.)

Third party sellers About 27.000Several thousands (without all European 
FBA users)
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In comparison to bol.com’s Select, Amazon offers far more services to its  customers with their 
Prime program: 1) the Prime member does not pay  for shipping, 2) the member gets direct 
access to Prime Video and  Amazon Music, 3) the member gets unlimited storage in the Amazon  
cloud and 4) benefits from various discounts. The costs for the Prime  membership are €2.99 per 
month. With the very attractive Prime  program Amazon wants to bind the Dutch customer to its 
system in the  long term. Of course, Amazon also has in mind that Prime members  spend 3 to 4 
times as much money compared to non-Prime members.  

Although the E-Commerce heavyweight puts much effort into the new  marketplace the launch 
has been very bumpy. Launching a new  webstore during the start of a pandemic is unfortunate. 
Amazon stopped  its Marketing campaign and of course, retailers had other concerns  themselves 
at first, or prioritized existing channels. FBA (Fulfillment by  Amazon) was also overloaded at times, 
as we have seen it throughout  Europe. As described above, business has been going very well 
since the  second half of the year, especially the Prime / repeat customer growth  has 
accelerated sharply and Cyber Week did the rest. The next  improvements probably are: Launch 
of “Sponsored Products” to support  brand owners even better, find even more local dealers who 
ship very  quickly and win the few missing FBA products from other European  Amazon 
marketplaces for the amazon.nl store. Both then increase the  speed again, which is very 
important to Dutch customers. 

In 2018 there were 38.5M people living in Poland of which approx. 77.0% are internet users16 . The 
biggest product segments by revenue are fashion (47.0%) followed by electronics & media (18.0%), 
hobby & DIY (15.0%), furniture & appliances (11.0%) and food & personal care (9.0%). In  2019 the E-
Commerce industry in Poland generated a revenue of €7.9B.  This represented an annual growth 
of approximated 15.2% compared to  2018.17 From 2019 - 2023 the CAGR is 14,0%18 while the 
estimated growth  rates are showing a declining tendency from 2020 onwards.19 With this  CAGR 
development Poland is ahead of other European markets like  Germany (10.0%) or the U.K. (10.0%). 
E-Commerce in Poland accounted for  approximately 4,0% of all retail sales in the country, and 
2.3% of Poland’s  gross domestic product.  

A very popular online shopping site in Poland and possibly Amazon’s  biggest rival in the next few 
years is allegro.pl. Allegro’s marketplace  offers a full range of products and is ranked as the 5th 
largest  marketplace in Europe.20 It has significant market shares in various  sections as 
electronics (62.0%), home and garden (74.0%) and fashion 

(46.0%).21 In the first half of 2020, the Polish marketplace achieved a net  revenue of more than 
€400.0M, an increase of 52.0 percent compared to  the same period last year. 

The platform had over 40.0% market share in 2019,22 sells 1.2M products  each day and has more 
than 17.0M visitors per month.23 Another big  player in the Polish E-Commerce market is 
euro.com.pl. The store had a  revenue of €236.0M in 2019. It is followed by bonprix.pl with 
€198.0M  revenue and mediaexpert.pl with €195.0M revenue. They are very strong  in categories 
like electronics & media, furniture & appliances and fashion.24
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E-Commerce In Poland



Last year, one in three people in Poland aged between 25 and 34 years  shopped online. Within 
the age group of 15-24 years, 31,0% shopped  online, while one of four Poles between 35 and 49 
years old can be  considered as online shoppers. And in the last age group, people over 50  years 
old, 12,0% shopped online. The overall view is that 61.0% of the  Polish population is shopping 
online. Social media is the most frequently  used online source of shopping inspiration in Poland. 
Last year, 58.0% of  customers used websites and apps like Facebook, Twitter and Instagram  to 
get inspired. Price comparison websites were used by 43,0%, followed  by retailers’ websites 
(40,0%). Much traffic of the internet users is directed  to foreign websites. This means that almost 
one in eight Polish internet  users, and one in four online consumers, shop on foreign websites.25 

Amazon's presence in Poland has become more significant over the past  years. Back in the year 
2013 the economic ministry of Poland officially  announced that Amazon is planning to invest on a 
large scale in Poland.26  With strong political support Amazon built seven logistic centres and  
announced plans to build another 210,000 square-meter fulfillment  center in Gliwice.27 In total 
Amazon has generated over €3.3B of  investments in Poland and created over 16.0K full-time 
jobs.28 

Recently, rumor has spread that the Amazon marketplace is about to  launch in Poland, possibly 
in the first quarter of 2020. This would be the  next logical step as to where Amazon can benefit 
from the logistical  infrastructure it has created beforehand. The company's presence on  E-
Commerce events in the country has become more prevalent this year because Amazon joined 
events like the retail summit, but also provided professional training for Polish merchants as part 
of the AWS summit in Warsaw29 . By launching amazon.pl the company can expand its Pan-
EU program and give sellers the opportunity to easily access another  important European 
market. 

If Amazon is launching in Poland it has to convince customers to buy on  its platform and 
convince sellers to sell their products on its platform.  Below you can find an overview about the 
unique selling points in  different categories that Amazon is offering in most countries compared  
to what Allegro is offering currently. 
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Amazon In Poland 

Will  Amazon  Disrupt  The  Polish Retail 
Market? And  what  does  it  mean  for 
Amazon?



If Amazon wants to become a major player in Poland’s  E-Commerce  industry, it is facing many 
challenges. The country’s E-Commerce sector  is already entrenched with a strong competition. 
These platforms had  many years to grow their customer base and determine their market  
position. They offer innovative solutions to their customers. Allegro offers  0,0% deferred 
payments, or an own programming interface where sellers  can exchange information between 
the platform's resources and their own software30 . Amazon would have to use its innovative 
energy and company resources to offer better solutions to their customers and  sellers in order to 
have a competitive advantage with their service. With  the strong infrastructure that Amazon 
established in Poland since 2014  and the global business network it is offering, it has a huge 
potential to  convince sellers and customers to use Amazon over Allegro.  Furthermore, it can 
attract new customers that will emerge due to the  fact that the overall E-Commerce market is 
growing and more users will  buy products online. 

The customers are usually most driven by convenience and low prices.  Amazon has a 
competitive advantage in their logistic infrastructure and  therefore can establish fast delivery 
options for their customers.  Furthermore, Amazon offers very well developed BI-tools for their 
sellers  and vendors. In addition, Amazon makes it very easy to internationalise  with its Seller 
Central interface which might be an attractive opportunity  for Polish businesses, too. Amazon 
already attracted Polish customers  beforehand by cross border transactions. Polish customers 
bought  products from amazon.de by a significant amount. This indicated that  Polish customers 
are open to buy products on Amazon or that the  platform is more attractive over their national 
competitors to some  people. Combined with the positive E-Commerce market developments  in 
Poland, Amazon has great potential to become a big player in the country. 

Table 2: USP’s Amazon vs. Allegro 

1

3

2

4

5

amazon.plUSP allegro.pl

Subscription, 
Customer relation Smart!Amazon Prime 

Logistics

Allegro does not have its own warehouse or 
logistical services. It is relying solely on third 
party logistical service providers.

Amazon has an advanced logistic infrastructure 
already in Poland and internationally (7 logistic 
centers).

Might be able to offer fast delivery options 
known from other countries, like Prime.

B2C services

NoneAmazon’s multimedia services are already 
available in Poland and could be easily 
combined with the Prime delivery as it is 
known from other countries.

Assortment range > 1M productsNot launched, yet. But after launch probably > 
100M products.

Advertising services

Allegro Ads campaign planner: Promotional 
tools like “Store Subscription” (Basic, Professional 
and Expert option). Campaigns and programs 
like the Super Seller, Deal Zone, Black Week, etc.

Amazon Advertising could easily be 
implemented in case of a launch.

Other B2B services Competition monitoring using „Trade Analytics“Seller and Vendor Services, FBA- program 
(PanEU, EFN, etc.)
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Both countries, the Netherlands and Poland, are characterized by an  online affine population. 
According to current statistics, around 46.0M  people in both countries use the Internet and 
almost 37.0M (around  80.0% of all Internet users) also shop online. Together, these countries  
offer enormous potential for all online retailers. 

The Netherlands was already equipped with its own Amazon  marketplace in 2020 and is 
developing better and better after a bumpy  start. If you can believe the analyzes of local 
agencies, Amazon made up  ground, especially in the second half of the year. Poland, on the 
other  hand, is expected to have its own marketplace in the first half of 2021. But  here too, 
Amazon will typically activate the individual tools, such as 

"Sponsored Products", etc. step by step. 

From our point of view, all companies that can easily connect a new  marketplace abroad from 
the set-up should take the opportunity as a  “first mover” to fill their own categories as quickly as 
possible. This gives  these companies the opportunity to learn quickly and respond to local  
needs. 

One thing is certain: with the newly launched marketplaces in the  Netherlands and Sweden in 
2020 and the expected launch of Amazon in  Poland in 2021, the online marketplace business in 
Europe will remain  exciting. 
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